Water Bottle Filler Standards Guide

Water bottle fillers are a sustainable and alternative way to provide clean water while reducing the use of plastic bottles. This guide helps determine which water bottle filler best suits a space's needs.

**High Gooseneck Glass Filler**
- Reduces plastic bottles
- Refrigeration Option
- Heating Option
- Energy Saving Option
- Sensory Activated
- Durable product material
- Green Ticker
- Filter Option
- Retrofit Option
- ADA Compliant
- Price $

Recommended Model: Zurn Z825B1-XL

**Retrofit Filling Station**
- Reduces plastic bottles
- Refrigeration Option
- Heating Option
- Energy Saving Option
- Sensory Activated
- Durable product material
- Green Ticker
- Filter Option
- Retrofit Option
- ADA Compliant
- Price $

Recommended Model: Halsey Taylor HTHB-HAC-RF

**Retrofit Bottle Filling Station**
- Reduces plastic bottles
- Refrigeration Option
- Heating Option
- Energy Saving Option
- Sensory Activated
- Durable product material
- Green Ticker
- Filter Option
- Retrofit Option
- ADA Compliant
- Price $

Recommended Model: Elkay LZS8WSLP

**In Wall Bottle Filler**
- Reduces plastic bottles
- Refrigeration Option
- Heating Option
- Energy Saving Option
- Sensory Activated
- Durable product material
- Green Ticker
- Filter Option
- Retrofit Option
- ADA Compliant
- Price $

Recommended Model: Elkay EMASM EZH2O

**Advance Water Fillers**
- Reduces plastic bottles
- Refrigeration Option
- Heating Option
- Energy Saving Option
- Sensory Activated
- Durable product material
- Green Ticker
- Filter Option
- Retrofit Option
- ADA Compliant
- Price $

Recommended Model: Quench Q4

**Top Loading Water Dispenser**
- Reduces plastic bottles
- Refrigeration Option
- Heating Option
- Energy Saving Option
- Sensory Activated
- Durable product material
- Green Ticker
- Filter Option
- Retrofit Option
- ADA Compliant
- Price $

Recommended Model: The Primo Water Dispenser
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